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Arrays of magnetic nanoindentations with perpendicular anisotropy
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The authors report an approach to the fabrication of periodic magnetic patterns using spherical
indentations. These troughs are shaped by an imprint technique, employing a self-assembled
monolayer of particles. Well-defined structures with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy are obtained
by deposition of Co/ Pd multilayer films onto the topographic array. The structures formed in the
indentations can be magnetically exchange decoupled from their neighbors depending critically on
their specific shape. The presented concept leads to a realization of a magnetic nanostructure
medium, which offers advances in achieving high pattern densities combining a low cost
nanoimprint approach with material functionalization. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2709513兴
The development of advanced lithography tools to fabricate magnetic structures controllably at the nanoscale has
resulted in an enormous growth of studies concerning the
physical understanding of nanomagnetism, such as coupling
phenomena and scaling behavior, but also future applications, where magnetic nanostructure arrays are envisioned as
a magnetic storage medium.1 In conventional lithography a
pattern is typically created in a resist layer which is subsequently transferred to a magnetic film. The pattern generation can be accomplished with a number of technologies
such as electron beam lithography,2,3 ion beam
lithography,4–8 near field lithography,9,10 laser interference
lithography,11–14 x-ray lithography,15,16 or nanoimprint.17,18
Unfortunately, most methods may not be suitable for largescale device fabrication because they are multistep, expensive, and involve time-consuming procedures. Alternative
ways to produce a template for patterning are self-assembly
techniques such as anodized alumina,19,20 phase separation in
block copolymers,21–23 surface instability induced by ion
bombardment,24,25 or self-assembled particles.26–28 These
templates can be used as an etch mask or a deposition mask.
Moreover, self-assembled particle monolayers can also be
directly employed for nanostructuring, for instance, by depositing multilayered Co/ Pd films onto the surface of polystyrene spheres. In this regard, the formation of magnetic
single domain 50 nm island caps with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy has been demonstrated.29,30
Here we present an analogous approach to the fabrication of periodic patterns of magnetic structures using spherical indentations followed by Co/ Pd film deposition. These
indentations are shaped by an imprint approach employing a
self-assembled monolayer of spherical particles.
For this purpose, densely packed two-dimensional arrays
of monodisperse polystyrene particles with fixed diameters
ranging from 130 to 410 nm are formed via self-assembling
upon slow evaporation of a solvent under ambient conditions

on a glass substrate.31 These particle arrays were covered by
a liquid mixture of the prepolymer polydimethylsiloxane
共PDMS兲 and a curing agent 共ratio 10:1兲, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. After thermal curing of the sample at 65 ° C for 24 h
polystyrene particles were detached from the hardened surface of the PDMS similar to an approach reported by Nam
et al.32 A scanning electron microscopy 共SEM兲 and an atomic
force microscopy 共AFM兲 image of the resulting mold are
presented in Fig. 2, revealing well-defined spherical segment
indentations, and for demonstration purposes, also areas
where particles from the mask remained after mask removal.
Note that these defects can be simply avoided by properly
dissolving the polystyrene 共PS兲 particles.32 Alternatively,
such a topographic pattern was also fabricated by electrochemical deposition of a 1-mm-thick Ni film onto the particle assembly followed by the removal of the particle monolayer, as shown in Fig. 1共b兲. This Ni mask can be directly
used for film deposition or as a master to form a stamp in a
soft mold, which in turn can be used for imprinting.
The topographic pattern, in particular, the specific shape
of the indentation, was investigated by AFM. Depending on

a兲

FIG. 1. Schematic drawings showing the various steps for fabricating magnetic arrays of spherical indentations.
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TABLE I. Geometry of the shape of the formed nanoindentations.

FIG. 2. 共a兲 SEM and 共b兲 AFM images of the mold, revealing well-defined
spherical indentations. In addition, a defect area where particles from the
mask remained after mask removal is presented for demonstration purposes.

the preparation conditions during the imprint process 共viscosity and adhesive property of the PDMS兲 different shapes
can be achieved in the mold,32 as exemplified in Fig. 3共a兲.
The shape can be expressed by the ratio between the width W
and depth D of the spherical indentation. Note that the filling
factor will also be reduced with decreasing width W of the
indentions for a fixed particle diameter d. The optimal shape
concerning magnetic exchange isolation of the deposited
Co/ Pd multilayered film is expected if the spheres of the
stamp are embedded into the PDMS film with half of their
diameter. In this case the D / W value is equal to 0.5. Experimental D / W values were extracted from AFM line scans and
are summarized in Table I as a function of the employed
particle diameter d. The results show strong deviations from
indentations formed by hard spheres 共D / WHS兲, which are
most likely due to elastic and viscoelastic relaxations of the
indentation after the thermal curing process in PDMS.33

Particle
diameter
d 共nm兲

Indentation
width
W 共nm兲

Indentation
depth
D 共nm兲

130
190
330
410
410

60
100
220
300
290

4
14
55
100
25

D/W
共D / WHS兲
0.07
0.14
0.25
0.33
0.09

共0.12兲
共0.15兲
共0.22兲
共0.24兲
共0.24兲

Filling
factor
0.19
0.25
0.40
0.49
0.48

As already mentioned these patterns act as a topographic
pattern and are combined with magnetic film deposition 关see
Fig. 1共d兲兴. The material deposition was carried out in a molecular beam epitaxy chamber, operating at a base pressure
of 2 ⫻ 10−10 mbar. Co/ Pd multilayer films were deposited at
room temperature on the prepared patterns by evaporation of
Co and Pd from two e-beam sources. In our studies a
multilayer consisting of a 关Co共0.3 nm兲 / Pd共0.8 nm兲兴12 stack
deposited on a 5-nm-thick Pd seed layer was used and covered by an additional 0.8-nm-thick Pd layer to prevent oxidation. Continuous films grown under the same condition on
a sapphire substrate have revealed a perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy 共Ku = 0.4 MJ/ m3兲 with a coercivity of about
75 mT.29,34 The perpendicular magnetic anisotropy originates primarily from interface contributions due to the asymmetry of Co and Pd layers perpendicular to the interface.34
Thus, it is assumed that the anisotropy axis will always point
perpendicular to the surface of the indentation.
Co/ Pd film deposition onto the patterns can result in
exchange-isolated magnetic structures formed in the indentations which are separated by a network of magnetic material
surrounding the array of indentations. Whether magnetic exchange isolation is actually achieved depends on the specific
shape and curvature of the indentations, which is expressed
by the D / W value. Assuming an evaporation direction perpendicular to the substrate plane, the spherical shape will
lead to a reduction in Co and Pd thickness along the inner
surface of the indentation. Since a typical Co layer thickness
of 0.3 nm corresponds to only about 1.5 ML, we expect the
ferromagnetic properties of the multilayer stack to be suppressed for a critical angle  higher than about 50°, where
the Co layer thickness drops below 1 ML.30 This critical
angle corresponds to a D / W value equal to 0.2, as exemplified in Fig. 3共a兲. Thus, indentations with D / W values greater
than 0.2 will provide exchange isolation while more shallow
arrays with D / W ⬍ 0.2 are expected to be fully exchange
coupled, as marked in Fig. 3共b兲.
The magnetic properties of the samples were investigated by magnetic force microscopy 共MFM兲. Two patterns
were formed with the largest particle size of 410 nm revealing two different D / W values of 0.3 and 0.09. Figure 4
shows MFM images which have been taken in the remanent
state after exposing the samples to a reverse magnetic field
perpendicular to the substrate close to the coercivity field.
While the pattern with shallow indentations reveals a rather
exchange coupled magnetic pattern, the pattern with D / W
= 0.3 shows a uniform white or dark magnetic contrast on
each indentation, which suggests that the magnetic structures
are in an isolated single domain state with the averaged magnetization pointing perpendicular to the substrate surface, as
expected for an array with D / W ⬎ 0.2. To measure the

FIG. 3. 共a兲 Shape of the spherical indentation as a function of particle
penetration. 共b兲 D / W ratio 共full dots兲 of the fabricated magnetic arrays using
various particle sizes. Exchange isolation of the formed magnetic structures
is achieved for 0.2⬍ D / W 艋 0.5.
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FIG. 4. 共a兲 MFM image of an array with D / W = 0.3 fabricated by employing
410 nm particles. 共b兲 MFM image of a magnetically exchange coupled array
with D / W = 0.09.

switching behavior of the exchange-isolated array, MFM images in the remanent state have been analyzed. A remanence
curve has been constructed by counting the number of reversed versus unreversed structures as a function of reverse
field applied perpendicular to the substrate. This makes the
measurement only semiquantitative, as we are not able to
accurately measure magnetization with the MFM. However,
an averaged switching field of about 100 mT with a rather
broad switching field distribution of about 30 mT was found.
An enhancement in coercivity and an increase in switching
field distribution have been previously observed in patterned
systems and have been mainly attributed to the reduced
amount of effective nucleation centers for the single domain
structures and to a change in the magnetization reversal
mechanism in comparison with the continuous35 film.30
However, due to the magnetic material surrounding the pattern and the different magnetic configurations of the pattern
array, magnetostatic coupling will ultimately limit the
switching field distribution. Note that for patterns formed
with the smallest particle size of 130 nm, D / W values
greater than 0.2 could not be achieved 共see Table I兲.
In conclusion, we have presented an approach to fabricate periodic patterns of magnetic structures, using an imprint technique which is based on self-assembled particle arrays. Well-defined structures with perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy are obtained by deposition of Co/ Pd multilayer
films onto the topographic array. The magnetic structures
formed in the indentations can be magnetically exchange decoupled from their neighbors, depending on their specific
shape as given by their D / W ratio. In addition, further magnetic functionality can be achieved by changing the specific
layer stack of the deposited film material where its thickness
depends strongly on the curvature of the indentations, determining a spatial gradient in the material properties. However,
elastic and viscoelastic relaxations of the spherical indentation after the thermal curing process in PDMS limit this approach, hence metallic masters formed by electrochemical
deposition seem to be more promising in order to achieve
magnetic exchange-isolated nanoscale patterns. The following low cost imprint process might be more suitable for applications than magnetic patterns formed directly on nanoparticle arrays which might be applied to various fields such
as spintronic elements or biomedical engineering.
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